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Percentage of data coverage (in 5x5 degrees) in each ocean as a function of 
depth.  The result of not much heat storage in the Pacific is robust. 
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Current 14 years of hiatus vs previous 14 years  



Climate shifts in 
Salinity and 
OHC: North 
Atlantic subpolar 
(45-65 N) mean 
salinity (top) and 
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function of years; 
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Spatial patterns associated with the linear trend in the Atlantic sector (left)  
as a function of latitude, and in the Pacific (right) as a function of longitude,  
for the period 1950-2012. Top: Ishii data; bottom: CCSM4 ensemble mean. 
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MECHANISMS OF OCEAN 
HEAT TRANSPORT 
VARIABILITY 

Pacific	  Basin	  

•  Mainly	  wind-‐driven	  
•  Coupled	  SST-‐trade	  winds	  
•  Shallow	  
•  ENSO	  timescales	  

•  “Global	  climate	  shift”	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  Multidecadal	  “memory”	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  in	  the	  atmosphere,	  the	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  Pacific	  Decadal	  Oscillation	  

Atlantic	  Basin	  

•  Atlantic	  Meridional	  Overturning	  
Circulation	  (AMOC)	  

•  (The	  climatological	  part	  is	  
probably	  driven	  by	  ACC	  region	  
winds;	  we	  are	  interested	  in	  the	  
variability)	  

•  Density	  driven;	  salinity	  and	  fresh	  
water.	  

•  Deep	  convection	  
•  Multidecadal	  timescales	  
•  Variation	  in	  northward	  surface	  

heat	  transport	  by	  the	  conveyor	  
belt	  changes	  what	  the	  global	  
atmosphere	  needs	  to	  transport	  
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Recent intensification of wind-driven circulation in
the Pacific and the ongoing warming hiatus
Matthew H. England1,2*, Shayne McGregor1,2, Paul Spence1,2, Gerald A. Meehl3, Axel Timmermann4,
Wenju Cai5, Alex Sen Gupta1,2, Michael J. McPhaden6, Ariaan Purich5 and Agus Santoso1,2

Despite ongoing increases in atmospheric greenhouse gases, the Earth’s global average surface air temperature has remained
more or less steady since 2001. A variety of mechanisms have been proposed to account for this slowdown in surface warming.
A key component of the global hiatus that has been identified is cool eastern Pacific sea surface temperature, but it is unclear
how the ocean has remained relatively cool there in spite of ongoing increases in radiative forcing. Here we show that a
pronounced strengthening in Pacific trade winds over the past two decades—unprecedented in observations/reanalysis data
and not captured by climate models—is su�cient to account for the cooling of the tropical Pacific and a substantial slowdown
in surface warming through increased subsurface ocean heat uptake. The extra uptake has come about through increased
subduction in the Pacific shallow overturning cells, enhancing heat convergence in the equatorial thermocline. At the same
time, the accelerated trade winds have increased equatorial upwelling in the central and eastern Pacific, lowering sea surface
temperature there, which drives further cooling in other regions. The net e�ect of these anomalous winds is a cooling in
the 2012 global average surface air temperature of 0.1–0.2 �C, which can account for much of the hiatus in surface warming
observed since 2001. This hiatus could persist for much of the present decade if the trade wind trends continue, however rapid
warming is expected to resume once the anomalous wind trends abate.

Observations of global average surface air temperature (SAT)
show an unequivocal warming over the twentieth century1,
however the overall trend has been interrupted by periods

of weak warming or even cooling (Fig. 1). For example, warming
largely stalled from the 1940s to the 1970s. Between 1975 and 2000
the overall upward SAT trend resumed, but it was not uniform, with
a decade of accelerated warming from about 1975–1985 (ref. 2),
as well as periods of little warming3. Since around 2001 a marked
hiatus in global surface warming has occurred, raising questions
about its cause, its likely duration and the implications for global
climate change.

Decadal periods of minimal warming, or even cooling,
interspersing decades of rapid warming, are not inconsistent with
a long-term warming trend; indeed this characterizes the interplay
between steadily increasing greenhouse gas forcing and internally
generated climate variability. Factors other than internal variability,
such as volcanoes and changes in solar radiation, can also drive
cooler decades against the backdrop of ongoing warming. Indeed,
hiatus decades are expected to punctuate future warming trends,
even under scenarios of rapid global warming4,5. Mechanisms
proposed to explain the most recent observed hiatus include
increased ocean heat uptake2,3,6,7, the prolonged solar minimum4

and changes in atmospheric water vapour8 and aerosols 9,10. The
cool surface waters of the eastern Pacific have also been linked to
the global temperature hiatus 11 and consensus is building that the
subsurface ocean, with its vast capacity for heat storage, is playing
a significant role through enhanced heat uptake2,3,7,12,13. It remains
unclear, however, where the bulk of anomalous ocean heat uptake

has occurred, with the Pacific 2,3, Atlantic 13,14 and Southern14–17

Oceans all potential candidates.
One notable aspect of the two most recent extended hiatus

periods (1940–1975 and 2001–present), in contrast to periods
of global SAT warming (1910–1940 and 1976–2000), is that
they correspond closely to periods when the Interdecadal Pacific
Oscillation18–20 (IPO) has been in a negative phase (Fig. 1a).
The IPO manifests as a low-frequency El Niño-like pattern of
climate variability, with a warm tropical Pacific and weakened trade
winds during its positive phase, and a cool tropical Pacific and
strengthened winds during its negative phase. Recent analyses of
climate model simulations suggest that hiatus decades are linked to
negative phases of the IPO (refs 2,3,11). Here we examine the most
recent hiatus in this context, particularly in relation to altered ocean
dynamics and enhanced ocean heat uptake, and assess implications
for the coming decades.

To examine the ongoing hiatus compared with a period of
warming, we start by considering climatic trends over the past two
decades, spanning the transition from a period of global surface
warming in the 1990s to the post-2000 hiatus. During this time
the Pacific trade winds increased substantially 21 (Figs 1b and 2a),
including both the Walker and Hadley circulation components,
as reflected in anomalously high sea level pressure (SLP) centred
at mid-latitudes (Fig. 2a). This trend in SLP and wind stress is
consistent with the change in sign of the IPO in the late 1990s
(ref. 22 and Fig. 1b), although the wind trends are even stronger
and larger scale than those typically associated with the IPO, with
the IPO regressed winds accounting for only approximately half the
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